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The ATC Real Time Remote Controller is a VSTi that reads midi control changes from the Studio Electronics ATC-1 and ATC-X. With the help of these control changes, you can control almost all the features of the ATC through a MIDI controller. The "Real Time Remote Controller" controller the studio a control that is in real time, so, you can
control the synthesizer from the MIDI controller even the song is playing. Note: if you don't have the latest OS, some of the control changes may not work, but this is normal. The Studio Electronics ATC is a great synth, but the midi implementation is not complete yet, and some of the control changes are not programmed yet. So, you can use the VSTi
to control the ATC, but you may need to make some changes to your sequencer to handle some of the control changes. Note: The "Real Time Remote Controller" allows you to use all the features of the ATC through MIDI controllers, but the "ATC Midi" synth is a stand alone synthesizer, it is not loaded as a VSTi. For more information, read this: Real
Time Remote Controller Specifications: Runtime: 4+ Hours Requirements: Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win8 Plug-In Type: VSTi Input: MIDI Output: Audio No Output Controls: No VSTi Remote Control Input: 0: Auto 1: A 2: Sustain 3: B 4: Program 5: Target 6: Reset 7: Solenoid 8: Open 9: Close 10: Mute 11: Master 12: Modulation Routing Runtime
Remote Control Output: 0: P_Solo (P Channel) 1: S_Solo (S Channel) 2: LFO 1 3: LFO 2 4: LFO Rate 5: LFO Depth 6: Vibrato Depth 7: Tremolo Depth 8: Highpass Filter Depth 9: Lowpass Filter Depth 10: ADSR Attack 11: ADSR Decay 12: ADSR Release 13
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1. Add, remove and change keymacs at the same time. 2. Reset and change all the keymacs at the same time. 3. Real time change of the keymacs, it can control from the minimum and maximum value of the keymacs to the minimum and maximum value of the keymacs. The Sound Mover is a pro audio console for Windows with a 16x8 LED strip with
RGB LEDs. Use the sound mover to move your audio around the display screen using a swivel or joystick. The swivel can be manually rotated or the software allows for control of the swivel using your computer mouse. Also you can adjust the width of the swivel. For the whole picture the software includes a lot of graphics and buttons. The TubeBender
is the most complete and most powerful instrument box available for tube-based sound reinforcement. Featuring a wide range of active, passive, and mixing tube EQs, tube reverbs, and plug-ins, the TubeBender is designed for any or all of the main applications of tube-based systems. With true bypass routing, a dedicated 16.4khz frequency response
control, high quality speaker cables, a built-in D.I. box with a true dual-mono input, the TubeBender provides pristine, solid tone and an exceptional multi-effect rack system. The TubeBender is an amazing high-performance tube-based system. The TubeBender also works great in any professional or consumer-based system, which allows you to run
your tube gear through a TubeBender for an unparalleled tube tone. - The TubeBender works with any tube amplifier and can be run in series with the amplifier. (TubeBender is a stand-alone unit) - Includes the TubeBender and MPA Series Preamp, 16.4khz Frequency Response Control, 16.4khz Test Tone Generator, and two pairs of IEC 60320 singlegang shielded power cables - The TubeBender works with any tube amplifier and can be run in series with the amplifier. (TubeBender is a stand-alone unit) - Sends power to the TubeBender and your amplifier (mains power not included) - This is not a live sound mixer, the TubeBender's main job is to add a tube tone to your system, not to provide the
tools to adjust a mixer's tone Imagine you 77a5ca646e
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￭ The ATC Real Time Remote Controller is a Stand Alone control unit with 2 rotary controls for left and right channel, a volume knob, two knobs for target button and a programmable RGB LED panel for transistors and filters. ￭ The ATC can control any Studio Electronics ATC device, including the ATC-1/ATC-X. ￭ New improved Arpeggiator,
Mix and pan controls. ￭ The built in Arpeggiator comes with a lot of new features. ￭ The built in mixer has quite a lot of controls, easy to use. ￭ There are 12 filters on the built in 3 band EQ, plus the 8 channel Total EQ. ￭ A complete list of all the features are in the Readme file. ￭ VSTi, DXi and RTAS formats ￭ Compatible with all Musiclab soft
synths and compatible with ASIO / Core Audio, Apple OSX and Windows. ￭ Each ATC unit comes with a PC version of the ATC Real Time VSTi, also comes with the (very nice) VSTi converter. (only the ATC-1/ATC-X does not come with the converter, you have to buy the ATC-1/ATC-X VSTi, nothing is included in the box). ￭ The PC Software
contains a lot of good functions and a lot of preset, many new features are included. ￭ The soft synths that have presets for the control surfaces will be supported. ￭ The input/output channels are in sysex format. ￭ The PC Software contains a Full PDF manual and the Windows installer. ￭ The ATC Remote Controller contains an RF receiver, so you can
control your ATC-1/ATC-X from far. ￭ The ATC Remote Controller does not handle sysex, it is only a MIDI controller. ￭ Only about 10 Euro each. ￭ Retailers: -Aldab (NL) -Decora (UK) -ProtoSpecs (NL) -Quark Audio (UK) -Music Design (NL) -Echoscape (NL) -General MIDI (NL) -Brytles (NL) -TJL Audio (

What's New in the?
------------------------- The ATC is a great on-board controller for the ATC-1 and ATC-X from Studio Electronics. Its small size, its compact but sturdy design make the ATC a perfect partner for anyone who uses a large controller on the table, but likes to have that "in-the-box" option available. With the ATC you can switch rapidly between songs with
the cross faders, change the assigned patterns, play, record or edit sections from the beginning of the song to the end. It's easy, efficient and useful. The ATC's real time modes and arpeggiator will make your ATC sing all over your hard-disk. The real time controllers' MIDI implementation is not complete yet, so some of the more advanced features will
not work. Included: ------------------------- The ATC Real Time Remote Controller will be shipped with: The ATC The ATC Expansion Box (250mA for the ATC-1 only) A USB cable You also need to have the latest installation of Cubase/Logic or Fruity Loops to control the ATC with the included cable. In my personal experience, I really like to have
the option to use a controller that is a bit more stable than the default mouse. The ATC is just that, it has small and compact buttons and the wheel can be moved by the right and left buttons. The wheel also has an orientation indicator that you can turn to the side to switch from one to the other pattern. This is the primary reason why I purchased the
ATC. The ATC comes with an included remote control which I had not used. After a short research I found out that I can use an USB keyboard to control it. And that's what I am doing in this review. NOTE: The model reviewed here is the ATC-1 and the ATC-X. The ATC-1 has a volume knob that is not shown in the pictures below. The included USB
cable has 3 pins and the ATC has 4 pin holes to connect it. My cable does not have the 3 pin cable and the 4 pin holes on the ATC are not marked. You can get 3 pin and 4 pin cables from any electronics distributor. The ATC is supplied in a cardboard box that has a nice picture of the ATC. It also has a nice sticker and instruction booklet. You will not
have any complaints when you open it. When the ATC is unpacked you will see that it is basically a standard remote controller with the buttons and wheel. The only difference is the ATC is in an enclosed box that looks like a RC controller. The instructions and sticker are nice but they are in Czech language. That's why I have uploaded a PDF version of
the instructions that you can download here. The
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System Requirements For ATC Remote Controller:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: 2.0 GHz+ Intel Dual Core or AMD equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM or greater Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with 256 MB graphics memory DirectX: Version 9.0 or greater Hard Drive: 1 GB available space Additional Notes: · Keyboard and mouse may be required · Game Center (Game Center allows
you to invite friends to enjoy your games with you. Find the Game Center icon in the game launcher and send friends
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